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Bailey’s identity of bilateral well-poised 6ψ6-series is one of the deepest results in the theory
of basic hypergeometric series, which can be reproduced as follows. Letting a,b, c,d and λ be ﬁve
complex parameters subject to |qλ2/abcd| < 1, there holds the summation formula [5] (see also [8],
[10, II-33] and [19, §7.1])
6ψ6
[
q
√
λ, −q√λ, a, b, c, d√
λ, −√λ, qλ/a, qλ/b, qλ/c, qλ/d
∣∣∣q; qλ2
abcd
]
(1a)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
1− q2kλ
1− λ
(a,b, c,d;q)k
(qλ/a,qλ/b,qλ/c,qλ/d;q)k
(
qλ2
abcd
)k
(1b)
= (q,qλ,q/λ,qλ/ab,qλ/ac,qλ/ad,qλ/bc,qλ/bd,qλ/cd;q)∞
(qλ/a,qλ/b,qλ/c,qλ/d,q/a,q/b,q/c,q/d,qλ2/abcd;q)∞ (1c)
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(x;q)∞ =
∞∏
k=0
(
1− xqk) and (x;q)n = (x;q)∞
(qnx;q)∞ for n ∈ Z
whose multi-parameter form is compactly abbreviated to
(α,β, . . . , γ ;q)n = (α;q)n(β;q)n · · · (γ ;q)n.
The purpose of this note is to show that Bailey’s identity of 6ψ6-series implies, surprisingly, both
the important q-beta integral discovered by Askey and Wilson [4] and its “reversal” due to Askey [3,
Eq. 3.11]. Furthermore, we shall derive another general q-beta integral formula by means of the ex-
tended identity [7, Theorem 2] of Karlsson–Minton type for bilateral well-poised 6+2nψ2n+6-series. We
remark that the same approach presented here has been employed in [1, §10.8] to evaluate q-beta in-
tegrals using Ramanujan’s formula of bilateral 1ψ1-series.
1. The Askey–Wilson integral
Deﬁne the h-function by the modiﬁed Jacobi theta function
h(x;λ) = (λeiθ , λe−iθ ;q)∞ =
∞∏
k=0
(
1− 2qkλx+ q2kλ2) where x = cos θ
and its multi-parameter form
h(x;α,β, . . . , γ ) = h(x;α)h(x;β) · · ·h(x;γ ).
Then the q-beta integral due to Askey and Wilson [4, Theorem 2.1] (see [1, Chapter 10] and [10,
Chapter 6]) reads as follows.
Theorem 1 (Askey and Wilson [4, Theorem 2.1]). For |abcd/q| < 1, there holds
π∫
0
h(cos2θ;1)
h(cos θ;a,b, c,d) dθ =
2π(abcd;q)∞
(q,ab,ac,ad,bc,bd, cd;q)∞ .
This integral plays a central role in the theory of orthogonal polynomials. Different proofs can be
found in [3,6,11–13,15]. We refer to [14,16–18,20] for extensions and to [2] as well as the notes at
the end of [10, Chapter 6] for multiple integrals related to constant term identities.
Proof. We shall show that Theorem 1 follows directly from Bailey’s identity of bilateral 6ψ6-series,
which is shorter and more transparent than the original proof due to Askey and Wilson [4]. In fact,
performing the replacements in Eq. (1)
λ → qz2,
a → qz/a,
b → qz/b,
c → qz/c,
d → qz/d;
and then multiplying across that equation by
(1− z2)(1− qz2)
(1− az)(1− bz)(1− cz)(1− dz)
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f (z) = (z
2,1/z2;q)∞(q,ab,ac,ad,bc,bd, cd;q)∞
(az,a/z,bz,b/z, cz, c/z,dz,d/z;q)∞(abcd/q;q)∞ . (2)
While the corresponding left member reads as
(1− z2)(1− qz2)
(1− az)(1− bz)(1− cz)(1− dz) 6ψ6
[
q
3
2 z, −q 32 z, qz/a, qz/b, qz/c, qz/d
q
1
2 z, −q 12 z, qaz, qbz, qcz, qdz
∣∣∣q; abcd
q
]
provided that |abcd/q| < 1 for convergence. Denoting by k the summation index for the last 6ψ6-
series and then replacing it by k → −k − 1 for the terms with negative integer indices, we get an
alternative expression
f (z) =
∑
k0
(
1− z2)(1− q1+2kz2) (qz/a,qz/b,qz/c,qz/d;q)k
(az,bz, cz,dz;q)k+1
(
abcd
q
)k
+
∑
k0
(
1−z−2)(1−q1+2kz−2) (q/az,q/bz,q/cz,q/dz;q)k
(a/z,b/z, c/z,d/z;q)k+1
(
abcd
q
)k
. (3)
Therefore f (z) is regular within 0< |z| < ∞ and can be expanded into a Laurent series at z = 0 with
the constant term equal to
[
z0
]
f (z) = 2
∑
k0
(
abcd
q
)k
= 2
1− abcd/q .
Let z = eiθ with θ ∈ R and then integrate f (z) over −π  θ  π . According to Eq. (3), it is trivial to
see that
π∫
−π
f
(
eiθ
)
dθ = 2π[z0] f (z) = 4π
1− abcd/q .
Instead, we deduce from (2) alternatively that
π∫
−π
f
(
eiθ
)
dθ = (q,ab,ac,ad,bc,bd, cd;q)∞
(abcd/q;q)∞
π∫
−π
h(cos2θ;1)
h(cos θ;a,b, c,d) dθ.
Observing that the last integrand is even and then equating the right members for the last two
equations, we conﬁrm immediately Theorem 1, where we have assumed only |abcd/q| < 1 for its
validity. 
2. “Reversal” of the Askey–Wilson integral
By iterating functional equations, Askey [3, Eq. 3.11] proved another remarkable integral formula,
which may be considered as “reversal” of Theorem 1, in the sense that it almost comes from Theo-
rem 1 by simply inverting the numerators and denominators appearing in the fractions there.
Theorem 2 (Askey [3, Eq. 3.11]). For |qabcd| < 1, there holds
∞∫
−∞
h(i sinh x;qa,qb,qc,qd)
h(cosh2x;−q) dx =
(q,qab,qac,qad,qbc,qbd,qcd;q)∞
(qabcd;q)∞ log
(
q−1
)
.
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which partially justiﬁes the reason why we call the last integral “reversal” of the Askey–Wilson inte-
gral. Making alternatively the replacements in Eq. (1)
λ → z2,
a → z/a,
b → z/b,
c → z/c,
d → z/d;
we may reformulate the resulting equation as
g(z) = (qaz,qa/z,qbz,qb/z,qcz,qc/z,qdz,qd/z;q)∞
(qz2,q/z2;q)∞
= 6ψ−16
[
qz, −qz, z/a, z/b, z/c, z/d
z, −z, qaz, qbz, qcz, qdz
∣∣∣q;qabcd] (q,qab,qac,qad,qbc,qbd,qcd;q)∞
(qabcd;q)∞
provided that |qabcd| < 1 for convergence. Integrating g(iex) over −∞ < x < ∞, we can check that
Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following integral evaluation, which is strangely independent of the
four parameters a,b, c and d.
Corollary 3. For |qabcd| < 1, there holds
∞∫
−∞
6ψ6
−1
[
iqex, −iqex, iex/a, iex/b, iex/c, iex/d
iex, −iex, iqaex, iqbex, iqcex, iqdex
∣∣∣q;qabcd]dx = log(q−1).
Proof. For simplicity, we prove the integral formula for 0 < q < 1. Then Corollary 3 for the general
complex base q with 0 < |q| < 1 follows from analytic continuation. In this case, making the change
of variable x = y log(q), the integral formula stated in Corollary 3 can equivalently be reformulated as
Ω(a,b, c,d) ≡ 1 where Ω(a,b, c,d) denotes the integral
Ω(a,b, c,d) =
∞∫
−∞
6ψ
−1
6
[
iq1+y, −iq1+y, iqy/a, iqy/b, iqy/c, iqy/d
iqy, −iqy, iq1+ya, iq1+yb, iq1+yc, iq1+yd
∣∣∣q;qabcd]dy.
Let W (y) be the last 6ψ6-series
W (y) = 6ψ6
[
iq1+y, −iq1+y, iqy/a, iqy/b, iqy/c, iqy/d
iqy, −iqy, iq1+ya, iq1+yb, iq1+yc, iq1+yd
∣∣∣q;qabcd] (4)
and Tn(y) its general summand term
Tn(y) = (iq
1+y,−iq1+y, iqy/a, iqy/b, iqy/c, iqy/d;q)n
(iqy,−iqy, iq1+ya, iq1+yb, iq1+yc, iq1+yd;q)n (qabcd)
n. (5)
They satisfy, under the replacement of summation index k → k + n, the relation
W (y) = W (y + n) × Tn(y) where n ∈ Z.
Now for the integral Ω(a,b, c,d), changing the variable y to y + n and then shifting the summation
index k → k − n in the 6ψ6-series, we ﬁnd the following unusual invariant property
Ω(a,b, c,d) = Ωn(a,b, c,d) with Ωn(a,b, c,d) =
∞∫
Tn(y)
W (y)
dy.−∞
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ones
Ωmn (a,b, c,d) =
m∫
−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
dy.
Consider the arithmetic mean
m∑
n=−m
Ωmn (a,b, c,d)
2m + 1 =
1
2m + 1
m∫
−m
{
m∑
n=−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
}
dy. (6)
Taking into account the limiting relations
lim
m→∞Ω
m
n (a,b, c,d) = Ωn(a,b, c,d) and limm→∞
m∑
n=−m
Tn(y) = W (y)
it is not diﬃcult to show that Ω(a,b, c,d) = 1 by letting m → ∞ in (6).
In fact, this can rigorously be veriﬁed as follows. Firstly, keeping in mind that |qabcd| < 1, it is
almost trivial to check that the integral Ω(a,b, c,d) converges and the series W (y) is uniformly
convergent. Observe further that
Ωmn (a,b, c,d) =
m∫
−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
dy =
m∫
−m
dy
W (y + n) =
m−n∫
−m−n
dy
W (y)
.
Putting these facts together, we assert that for an arbitrarily small ε > 0, there exists a large natural
number N ∈ N, such that for any m,n ∈ N with m − n > N , there hold the inequalities∣∣∣∣∣1−
m∑
n=−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
∣∣∣∣∣< ε and
∣∣Ω(a,b, c,d) − Ωmn (a,b, c,d)∣∣< ε.
It follows that the right hand side of Eq. (6) tends to one as m → ∞ in view of the following estima-
tion ∣∣∣∣∣1− 12m + 1
m∫
−m
m∑
n=−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
dy
∣∣∣∣∣ 12m + 1
{
1+
m∫
−m
∣∣∣∣∣1−
m∑
n=−m
Tn(y)
W (y)
∣∣∣∣∣dy
}
<
1+ 2mε
2m + 1 .
Recall that Ω(a,b, c,d) and Ωmn (a,b, c,d) are bounded integrals, i.e., there is a real number M > 0
such that both |Ω(a,b, c,d)| < M and |Ωmn (a,b, c,d)| < M . Therefore when m → ∞, the left hand
side of Eq. (6) tends to Ω(a,b, c,d), which is justiﬁed by the inequalities∣∣∣∣∣Ω(a,b, c,d) −
m∑
n=−m
Ωmn (a,b, c,d)
2m + 1
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
n=−m
Ω(a,b, c,d) − Ωmn (a,b, c,d)
2m + 1
∣∣∣∣∣

m−N−1∑
n=−m
|Ω(a,b, c,d) − Ωmn (a,b, c,d)|
2m + 1
+
m∑
n=m−N
|Ω(a,b, c,d) − Ωmn (a,b, c,d)|
2m + 1
<
(2m − N)ε
2m + 1 +
2M(N + 1)
2m + 1 . 
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For the bilateral well-poised series, there is a generalized identity of Karlsson–Minton type, which
may equivalently be reproduced below.
Lemma 4 (Chu [7, Theorem 2] and Chu and Wang [9, Corollary 6]). For the n-pairs of complex parameters
{xι, yι} satisfying the ﬁnite conditions
xι yι = q1+mιλ with mι ∈ N0 and m =
n∑
ι=1
mι
there holds the following bilateral series identity
∞∑
k=−∞
1− q2kλ
1− λ
(a, λ/a,b,d;q)k
(qa,qλ/a,qλ/b,qλ/d;q)k
(
q1−mλ
bd
)k n∏
ι=1
(xι, yι;q)k
(qλ/xι,qλ/yι;q)k
=
(
λ
a
)m
(q,q,qλ,q/λ,qλ/ab,qλ/ad,qa/b,qa/d;q)∞
(qa,q/a,qa/λ,qλ/a,q/b,q/d,qλ/b,qλ/d;q)∞
n∏
ι=1
(qa/xι,qa/yι;q)mι
(qλ/xι,qλ/yι;q)mι
provided that |q1−mλ/ab| < 1 for convergence.
In view of the ﬁnite conditions, the last product can be reformulated as
n∏
ι=1
(qa/xι,qa/yι;q)mι
(qλ/xι,qλ/yι;q)mι
=
(
a
λ
)m n∏
ι=1
(xι, xι/λ,qa/yι,qλ/ayι;q)∞
(xι/a,axι/λ,q/yι,qλ/yι;q)∞ .
Under the following similar replacements in Lemma 4
λ → qz2,
a → qz/a,
b → qz/b,
d → qz/d,
xι → qzuι,
yι → qz/vι;
the ﬁnite conditions will be transformed into uι/vι = qmι for 1 ι n and the convergence condition
into |q−mbd| < 1. Then multiplying across the equation stated in Lemma 4 by
(1− z2)(1− qz2)
(1− az)(1− qz/a)(1− bz)(1− dz)
n∏
ι=1
1− zuι
1− zvι
we may express the inﬁnite product-side of the resulting equation as
h(z) = (q,q,ab,ad,qb/a,qd/a;q)∞
n∏
ι=1
(avι,qvι/a;q)∞
(auι,quι/a;q)∞
× (z
2,1/z2;q)∞
(az,a/z,qz/a,q/az,bz,b/z,dz,d/z)∞
n∏
ι=1
(uιz,uι/z;q)∞
(vιz, vι/z;q)∞ .
For the corresponding bilateral sum-side, splitting it into two partial sums with respect to k  0 and
k < 0, and then replacing k by −1 − k for the sum with negative indices, we can reformulate the
resulting sums as follows:
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2)(1− qz2)
(1− az)(1− qz/a)(1− bz)(1− dz)
n∏
ι=1
1− zuι
1− zvι
×
∞∑
k=−∞
1− q1+2kz2
1− qz2
(az,qz/a,qz/b,qz/d;q)k
(qaz,q2z/a,qbz,qdz;q)k
(
q−mbd
)k n∏
ι=1
(qzuι,qz/vι;q)k
(qzvι,qz/uι;q)k
=
∑
k0
(1− z2)(1− q1+2kz2)
(1− qkaz)(1− q1+kz/a)
(qz/b,qz/d;q)k
(bz,dz;q)k+1
(
q−mbd
)k n∏
ι=1
(zuι;q)k+1(qz/vι;q)k
(zvι;q)k+1(qz/uι;q)k
+
∑
k0
(1− z−2)(1− q1+2k/z2)
(1− qka/z)(1− q1+k/az)
(q/bz,q/dz;q)k
(b/z,d/z;q)k+1
(
q−mbd
)k n∏
ι=1
(uι/z;q)k+1(q/zvι;q)k
(vι/z;q)k+1(q/zuι;q)k .
Therefore the function h(z) is regular within 0< |z| < ∞ and can be expanded into the Laurent series
at z = 0 with the constant term equal to
2
∑
k0
(
q−mbd
)k = 2
1− q−mbd .
Finally, we can integrate h(eiθ ) for −π  θ  π in two different ways according to the two expres-
sions for h(z). Equating the two integral values leads us to the following formula of q-beta integral
containing many extra parameters.
Theorem 5. For the n-pairs of complex parameters {uι, vι} subject to the ﬁnite conditions
uι/vι = qmι with mι ∈ N0 and m =
n∑
ι=1
mι
there holds the following integral identity:
π∫
0
h(cos2θ;1)
h(cos θ;a,q/a,b,d)
n∏
k=1
h(cos θ;uk)
h(cos θ; vk) dθ
= 2π/(1− q
−mbd)
(q,q,ab,ad,qb/a,qd/aq)∞
n∏
ι=1
(auι,quι/a;q)∞
(avι,qvι/a;q)∞ .
When m = 0, this theorem reduces to the case ac = q of the Askey–Wilson integral.
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